Board Certified Behavior Analyst (BCBA) Network

This network is for behavior analyst professionals (BCBAs, BCaBAs, RBTs), student support personnel and school administrators who are interested in learning, supporting, and reflecting on the best practices for assessment and programming for addressing behavioral needs in the educational setting. The primary focus of this group is to promote collaboration in learning so that all participants have practical tools to help students receive the highest quality behavioral services.

Network Dates:
March 10, 2021 - Virtually
Quarterly dates to follow

Time:
Session: 9:00 – 11:00 am

Professional Development
Contact Hours: 2

Registration:
www.escneo.org
Click on Professional Development/
Calendar Events

Registration Assistance:
Contact Mary Pramik at
mary.pramik@escneo.org or
216-901-4229

Presenters:
Jackie Sura, MS BCBA COBA
Katie Cook, M. Ed. BCBA COBA

Audience:
BCBAs, BCaBAs, RBTs,
School Psychologists,
School Administrators
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